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EDITOR’S PREFACE

La meilleure façon d’être actuel, disait mon frère Daniel Villey, est de résister et de réagir  
contre les vices de son époque. Michel Villey, Critique de la pensée juridique modern (Dalloz 
(Paris), 1976).

This book has been structured following years of debates and lectures promoted by the 
International Construction Law Committee of the International Bar Association (ICP), 
the International Academy of Construction Lawyers (IACL), the Royal Institution of 
Chartered Surveyors (RICS), the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (CIArb), the Society of 
Construction Law (SCL), the Dispute Resolution Board Foundation (DRBF), the American 
Bar Association’s Forum on the Construction Industry (ABA), the American College of 
Construction Lawyers (ACCL), the Canadian College of Construction Lawyers (CCL) 
and the International Construction Lawyers Association (ICLA). All of these institutions 
and associations have dedicated themselves to promoting an in-depth analysis of the most 
important issues related to projects and construction law practice and I thank their leaders 
and members for their important support in the preparation of this book.

Project financing and construction law are highly specialised areas of legal practice. 
They are intrinsically functional and pragmatic and require the combination of a multitasking 
group of professionals – owners, contractors, bankers, insurers, brokers, architects, engineers, 
geologists, surveyors, public authorities and lawyers – each bringing their own knowledge 
and perspective to the table.

I am glad to say that we have contributions from four new jurisdictions in this 
year’s edition: India, Portugal, Saudi Arabia and Thailand. Although there is an increased 
perception that project financing and construction law are global issues, the local flavour 
offered by leading experts in 26 countries has shown us that to understand the world we must 
first make sense of what happens locally; to further advance our understanding of the law we 
must resist the modern view (and vice?) that all that matters is global and what is regional is 
of no importance. Many thanks to all the authors and their law firms who graciously agreed 
to participate.

Finally, I dedicate this sixth edition of The Projects and Construction Review to the 
International Society of Construction Law, a worldwide federation or alliance of national or 
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regional Society of Construction Law (SCL) organisations that aim to foster the academic 
and practical legal aspects of the construction industry. We now celebrate the hosting of 
the International SCL’s Biennial Conference for the first time in Latin America (13 to 
15 September 2016, in São Paulo, Brazil). I thank the leaders of SCL International for all 
their support in the organisation of this event.

Júlio César Bueno
Pinheiro Neto Advogados
São Paulo
July 2016
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Chapter 13

DENMARK

Peter Wengler-Jørgensen and Maygan Mike Lundgaarde1

I INTRODUCTION

Following the financial crisis it became more difficult to obtain construction financing in 
a number of European jurisdictions, and this also held true for Denmark.

Because of the lack of typical project financing from banks, etc., contractors and 
developers have been teaming up with institutional investors in joint ventures and other 
structures to complete development projects. Some Danish pension funds are involved in the 
financing of public-private partnership (PPP) projects and have publicly stated that they are 
willing to expand their activities in financing and support even large-scale infrastructure work.

Prior to the financial crisis, the multinational banks had to a large extent dominated 
the project finance market in Denmark and the market had become accustomed to a standard 
project finance package from such lenders. As project financing by banks is now beginning 
to return to the market it is clear that most banks – including local banks – are utilising 
more detailed documentation than previously, and the Danish project financing package will 
become even more aligned with international standards.

Infrastructure projects have traditionally been funded significantly by the state 
through the ‘state guarantee model’, where a state-owned company is responsible for the 
planning, construction, operation and financing of the projects. The company raises the loans 
to finance the project in the international financial markets, and the Danish state provides 
a guarantee for the loans, which ensures low-cost financing because of the high credit rating 
of the Danish state.

In recent years, there has been a tendency towards involving private investors in 
funding these projects through PPPs, and in the coming years the tendency will likely be to 
increase such cooperation between the state and the private sector.

1 Peter Wengler-Jørgensen is a partner and Maygan Mike Lundgaarde is a senior attorney at 
Plesner Law Firm.
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II THE YEAR IN REVIEW

During the past few years there has been increased debate in Denmark as to whether private 
funds should be channelled into construction and infrastructure projects previously considered 
a task for the state. Danish pension funds are already investing in traditional development 
projects – also in projects on a  larger scale – but they are also looking to invest in purely 
infrastructure works. As an example, the five largest pension funds have, in 2013 and 2014, 
announced that they are investigating the possibility of teaming up and financing major 
infrastructure projects, including a new tunnel under Copenhagen harbour. The tendency of 
increased private involvement in public projects has been emphasised in October 2014 by the 
conclusion of one of the largest Danish PPP projects to date: a new domicile in Copenhagen 
for four government agencies – at an estimated cost of €120 million funded by Nordea’s 
pension fund.

Institutional investors are generally playing an increasingly central role in project 
financing and the real estate project financing market is currently largely dominated 
by institutional investors, which are either driving the development works on their own 
behalf or directly or indirectly providing the financing through forward-funding structures, 
forward-purchase arrangements, or actual project-financing loans to the employers.

Danish infrastructure is in need of project financing; a number of projects are planned 
and the requisite preliminary studies have been carried out. The efforts of the Danish state 
to increase investment in infrastructure will heavily influence the market in the coming 
years. A  fund for infrastructure projects was established in 2009 with the expectation of 
investing more than €12 billion until 2020 and in September 2013 the Danish government 
established a specific ‘train fund’ containing €4 billion obtained by increasing taxation on 
a  number of oil companies acting in the North Sea. The main purpose of the fund will 
be to invest in projects allowing for faster trains between the main cities in Denmark, in 
particular Aarhus and Copenhagen. However, the funding of the train fund was increasingly 
criticised in late 2014 and early 2015 for not sufficiently mitigating the risk presented by 
the dwindling revenue from taxation from oil companies because of the fall in oil prices. 
Estimates show that the fund is lacking more than half of the expected €4 billion needed to 
fund the intended projects.

The construction of a  light rail transit network in Aarhus, built and financed by 
a collaboration between the state and the local municipalities, began in 2013 and the first 
stages are expected to be completed in 2017.

The €2.9 billion expansion of the subway in Copenhagen, known as the Metro, is 
organised and financed in much the same way as the light railway in Aarhus (i.e., with 
the state and local municipalities as the owners and financiers of the project). The project, 
expected to be partial finished in summer 2019, includes the construction of a new line in 
central Copenhagen with 17 new stations.

The biggest project yet undertaken in Denmark – the linking of Germany and the 
Danish island of Lolland by the Fehmarnbelt tunnel – is well under way, with procurement 
currently taking place. On 28 April 2015, the Danish parliament adopted the proposed 
Construction Act for the fixed link across the Fehmarnbelt and the Danish land works. The 
process in Germany is expected to be concluded in 2017. The project entails the building 
of the longest combined car and rail tunnel in the world, with 17.6 kilometres of tunnel 
being built under water. In 2013, nine contractor consortia were prequalified to bid for the 
works (divided into four contracts). Following a procurement process, four major contracts 
worth approximately €4 billion were signed. The entire project was originally expected to 
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be completed in 2021, but is expected to be delayed. The Danish state is responsible for 
financing the tunnel and, to this end, a limited liability company owned by the Danish state 
will be taking out loans on the international financial market. The project has an estimated 
price of €6.5 billion, including the land works in Denmark. The loans will not be repaid by 
means of taxation in Denmark but by the users of the fixed link paying toll charges for use of 
the road and fees for use of the railway.

In 2015 the state-owned enterprise Banedanmark concluded a €375 million contract 
regarding electrification of the majority of the Danish rail net with Aarsleff-Siemens 
consortium. 

In 2015 a committee was formally established with the aim of revising the Danish 
standard documents (AB92, ABT93 and ABR89) used for construction projects. The revised 
versions are expected to be published in 2018.

III DOCUMENTS AND TRANSACTIONAL STRUCTURES

i Transactional structures

To date, models such as build-operate-transfer (BOT), build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) 
and PPP have not played a significant part in the Danish market. Expectations and current 
trends are, however, indicating that this is about to change. More and more PPP projects are 
scheduled to commence or be offered to the market and pension funds are showing interest in 
acting as final owner of PPP projects. Although the Danish state rarely acts as direct owner or 
employer, its role is often very influential as it is heavily involved in the approval of the project, 
the sponsoring of the project and the granting of the necessary permissions and concessions, 
etc. Equally, municipalities like to get involved in project development and the project 
financing, but specific rules on public lending may have hampered the ways in which the 
municipalities actively participate in this market. A number of municipalities have, over the 
past few years, teamed up with private or semi-private companies in joint ventures to develop 
specific projects or even larger areas or projects in cities. Normally, the joint venture company 
will ultimately own the property and the private party will contribute cash to partly finance 
the development and construction works. As an example, the municipality of Copenhagen 
has teamed up with Realdania to develop a new multipurpose arena in Copenhagen.

Outside the PPP segment, institutional structures are becoming more and more 
important and their involvement currently ranges from very active equity ownership to a very 
passive end-user profile. Transactions will very often be structured around a special purpose 
vehicle (SPV), which is transferred to the fund either up front or at the end of the project.

The most common structure in the market is to place a development project in an 
SPV structure. A Danish project company will accordingly often be an SPV created solely for 
the purpose of completing the project. The SPV will, during the life span of the project, be 
the centre of the project, and enter into and handle all relations with operators, contractors, 
lenders, authorities, etc., and it will accordingly also very often act as borrower under any 
project-financing agreements.

The project partners will in the relevant agreements determine, inter alia, whether to 
allow the SPV to receive any income during the project, what to do with cost overruns and 
how to distribute dividend.

The SPV presents an opportunity for the project partners to avoid risking their own 
balance sheets in a development project. The SPV structure will also help the project sponsors 
and owners to limit liability. For this reason, multinational sponsors or owners often act 
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through a Danish subsidiary to further limit liability, as in Denmark it takes a lot to pierce 
the corporate veil. Having said that, and as the SPV normally acts as borrower under the 
construction facilities, the banks will very often demand that the sponsors or owners wholly 
or partly guarantee the obligations of the SPV, but even this situation may be more attractive 
than putting the corporate balance sheet of the sponsor or owner at risk.

In Denmark, the role of the contractor is normally limited to acting as the contractor 
under construction contracts. After the financial crises, few contractors are willing or able to 
take equity shares in development projects, but it is not uncommon that they have significant 
incentive programmes in the agreements with the sponsors. Institutional or multinational 
investors often prefer that contractors have an equity stake in the SPV as the equity ownership 
aligns the interests of the parties.

ii Documentation

Prior to the financial crisis, multinational banks had introduced a standard loan package that, 
when compared with the traditional Danish standard, was very long-winded and closer to 
a Loan Market Association or UK-type loan agreement. The banking crisis in Denmark and 
the increased focus on risk management and regulatory issues have resulted in most Danish 
banks moving their documentation in the same direction; the loan documentation, the list 
of conditions precedent and the security package seem to get longer and longer. Equally, 
pension funds are basing their agreements and arrangements with developers and contractors 
on the same, more detailed documentation.

iii Delivery methods and standard forms

Danish construction law is generally characterised by the parties’ freedom of contract. As 
such, no legislation defines or lays down rules specifically relating to construction contracts. 
Since Danish construction contracts are largely unregulated by means of legislation, the 
various stakeholders within the building industry have agreed on a set of general conditions 
for the provision of works and supplies within building and engineering, known as AB92. 
A similar set of general conditions, known as ABT93, exists for design-build contracts and 
turnkey contracts. AB92 and ABT93 are generally considered balanced to both parties in 
a construction contract, and the conditions are commonly referred to as ‘agreed documents’. 
Similarly, a set of general conditions for consulting services – known as ABR89 – has been 
drafted for use between the employer and the employer’s technical advisers, regardless of 
whether they are architects or engineers.

All three agreed documents – AB92, ABT93 and ABR892 – must be agreed upon by 
the parties to come into force. Many of the rules found in the agreed documents are, however, 
consolidations of general principles of law laid out in case law. The agreed documents are 
widely used in Denmark, ranging from small private construction agreements to major 
public construction contracts. It is, however, common for parties to draft a set of particular 
conditions in which derogations and additions are added to the agreed documents. In 
2010 a  set of general terms specifically for consumers acting as employers were adopted 
(AB Consumer).

The three agreed documents (AB92, ABT93 and ABR89) are to some extent 
considered outdated, having been in force for more than 20 years, and a  revision process 

2 All available in English at www.voldgift.dk.
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is currently under way. The Danish Ministry of Climate, Energy and Building has in early 
2015 appointed a commission to suggest a revised set of agreed documents, expected to be 
approved in 2018. As of yet it is too early in the process to predict the changes to come. 
Possible changes could be the introduction of a wider array of agreed documents to better 
accommodate the parties’ preferences, in terms of, for example, differing formal requirements 
for small and big projects or a new document better tailored for models such as BOT, BOOT 
or design-build-finance-maintain-operate.

FIDIC3 terms are used but mainly in relation to large projects where there is a need 
for international tenders.

IV RISK ALLOCATION AND MANAGEMENT

i Management of risks

Significant risks in project finance transactions and construction contracts in Denmark 
primarily fall into the categories of time-related risks, cost-related risks, safety-related risks 
and quality-related risks. Furthermore, risks related to environmental issues are especially 
important in connection with large projects such as the Fehmarnbelt tunnel and large windmill 
projects, although such risks are normally assessed by mandatory tests and examinations 
carried out before work on the projects start.

Direct claims
According to both AB92 and ABT93, the parties may assign their rights to the contract sum 
and to claims against subcontractors and suppliers. Normally, this means that an employer 
can put forward a claim directly against a subcontractor or supplier if it has been proved that 
a claim against the contractor cannot be successful.

In early 2014 an arbitral decision allowed an employer to bring a direct claim against 
a sub-consultant without limitation and despite an agreed limitation of liability between the 
consultant and the sub-consultant.

The effect of the decision has not resulted in a general tendency of direct claims, but 
the situation under Danish law seems to be that a (negligent) party risks being liable without 
limitation if a claim is made by someone who is not a contractual party.

Time-related risks
Measured in terms of the number of conflicts resolved by courts and arbitral tribunals, one of 
the most frequent risks that the parties fail to avoid is delay. A large number of cases are either 
related to contractors demanding extension of time (EOT), or employers requiring damages 
for the contractor’s inability to deliver at the agreed time.

According to AB92, EOT can only be granted because of:
a alterations to the nature and extent of the work ordered by the employer;
b circumstances relating to the employer or delay on the part of another contractor;
c circumstances for which the contractor cannot be blamed and are outside its control 

(e.g., war, unusual natural events, fire, strikes, lock-out or vandalism);

3 International Federation of Consulting Engineers.
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d the occurrence of precipitation, low temperatures, strong winds or other weather 
conditions that prevent or delay the work because they are essentially more severe 
than is usual for the season and region concerned; or

e public orders or bans that were not issued because of the contractor’s own situation.

The contractor must inform the employer without delay if the contractor considers itself 
entitled to EOT.

Provisions are often made for liquidated damages payable to the employer, and if 
such provisions are made, no additional damages due to the delay can be claimed. Even 
though agreed liquidated damages may (in theory) be disputed, there is no general rule that 
liquidated damages must be a genuine pre-estimate of loss, but employers must observe the 
rather strict case law on notification of liquidated damages.

Cost-related risks
The two predominant ways for the contractor to charge the employer is either by offering to 
complete the works for a fixed fee or on a cost reimbursement basis.

Even when paying a fixed fee, the employer is entitled to order variations during the 
course of the work where such variations are naturally linked to the works agreed upon (see 
AB92, Clause 14). The contractor is entitled to undertake such alterations or variations, 
unless the employer can prove specific well-founded reasons for not using the contractor, and, 
failing to do so, the employer is not allowed to engage another contractor for such alterations. 
The payment for the alterations or variations is paid on a cost reimbursement basis unless 
otherwise agreed by the parties.

Whenever possible, the parties usually agree on unit prices for parts of the work. 
Where variations relate to work for which unit prices apply, the agreed contract sum should 
be adjusted accordingly. Adjustments in accordance with unit prices may, however, only be 
made within a range of plus or minus 15 per cent of the contract sum and within a range of 
plus or minus 100 per cent of the individual items in the tender list. When these limits are 
exceeded, the contractor may claim payment on a cost reimbursement basis.

Safety-related risks
Safety-related risks are present on any construction site, and in Denmark such risks should be 
mitigated with due care. There are many examples of foreign companies in the construction 
sector not being aware of the strict Danish rules on working environment health and safety 
legislation, which is not a matter to be taken lightly.

The National Board of Industrial Injuries has the authority to shut down a site if the 
rules are breached and has issued a number of general instructions that are to be observed. 
Labour unions are relatively active in the construction industry and will not fail to bring 
attention to employers or contractors that do not comply with safety regulations.

Quality-related risks
Quality assurance is applied to any large project to avoid small inadequacies turning into 
major defects or causing damages. Quality assurance continues to be an essential tool for the 
parties in construction projects to achieve the desired result, be it a non-defective building for 
the employer, or a successful investment for the project financier.
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ii Limitation of liability

AB92, ABT93 and ABR89 include limitations of liability for operational losses, loss of 
profits and other indirect losses; neither contractors (if a result of defects) nor consultants 
are responsible for such losses. Furthermore, it is common practice in consultant agreements 
(ABR89) – but not construction contracts under AB92 and ABT93 – to limit the consultant’s 
liability to a specific amount; this amount often corresponds to the amount covered by the 
consultant’s professional liability insurance.

Also AB92, ABT93 and ABR89 contain provisions regarding the period during 
which the contractor or consultant can be made liable for work performed under the contract 
(generally five years from handover). Provisions in the statute of limitations, however, prohibit 
such clauses from being used in consumer contracts, where the total limitation period is 
extended to 10 years.

According to the Danish statute of limitations, the right of action to obtain 
compensation for damages is time-barred three years after the claimant becomes aware or 
should have become aware of the event or circumstances giving rise to the claim; this period 
also apply in consumer contracts.

In all cases, liability is limited to 10 years following the event or circumstances that 
gave rise to the claim. This 10-year period will usually not be relevant in construction conflicts 
due to the agreed five-year time limit, which applies even for latent defects.

The three-year period can be important under AB92, ABT93 or ABR89, since the 
five-year period under these conditions of contract can be suspended merely by giving notice, 
whereas the three-year period in the statute of limitations requires that legal proceedings 
are instituted.

One important exception to the parties’ freedom of contract is that an exclusion 
of liability will usually be set aside if liability is incurred by gross negligence or intent. 
A contractor or consultant who is liable for an action characterised as gross neglect cannot 
rely on a clause that limits liability.

Finally, AB92 and ABT93 have special provisions on time notice regarding civil 
engineering works (e.g., road and railway constructions) that are not performed as such in 
relation to building works. Where the general rule for construction works is that the employer 
must give notice within five years of handing over, no such rule exists for the mentioned civil 
engineering works. This means that the statute of limitations governs the matter, giving the 
employer an overall 10-year time limit to put forward its claim.

iii Political risks

All reports made on political risks rate Denmark as a country with very low political risks. 
Surveys indicate that no political decisions with adverse effects on multinationals’ profits are 
in the process of being made. Incidents involving politically motivated damage to projects or 
installations are very rare in Denmark.

In 2015 Transparency International ranked Denmark, just ahead of Finland and 
Sweden, as the country in the world where the public sector is perceived to be the least corrupt.

V SECURITY AND COLLATERAL

A standard project financing package today consists of a long-form loan agreement, which 
is typically mortgage-backed and with a  pledge of shares of the SPV, negative pledges, 
assignments (VAT, rent, insurance, etc.), guarantees from the beneficial owner, etc. Moreover, 
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the bank or partner will often appoint a project monitor who participates throughout the 
project and advises the bank or partner on all aspects of the project and who reviews progress 
reports, etc., prior to release of funds to the contractor.

VI BONDS AND INSURANCE

i Contractor’s bonds

AB92 and ABT93 both oblige the contractor to issue a performance bond. The bond may be 
in the form of a guarantee from a bank or other adequate types of security.

The purpose of the bond is to satisfy all claims that the employer may have under 
the contract (including delay damages). Until the handing over of the work, the bond must 
correspond to 15 per cent of the contract sum; after handing over, it must correspond to 
10 per cent, and one year after the handover will be further reduced to 2 per cent of the 
contract sum unless a claim for rectification has been put forward in writing by the employer. 
The bond will cease five years after handing over unless a claim for rectification has been 
put forward in writing by the employer, in which case the bond will cease only when such 
rectification has been effected.

ii Employer’s bonds

AB92 and ABT93 contain provisions for the employer to issue a performance bond, but only 
if the contractor so requires.

The bond corresponds to the average payment for a  three-month period, but with 
a minimum of 10 per cent of the contract sum, so calculated that the contract sum is divided 
evenly over the number of months stipulated in the contract for the performance of the work. 
The purpose of the bond will be to satisfy all claims that the contractor may have under the 
contract, including claims related to any additional work or variations.

Under AB92 and ABT93 only private employers can be requested to issue 
a performance bond by their contractors and it is also common that private employers seek 
not to issue performance bonds by excluding the relevant part of AB92 and ABT93.

iii Insurance

According to AB92 and ABT93, the employer must take out fire and storm insurance from 
the start of the work and until any defects established in connection with the handing over 
have been rectified.

At the request of the contractor, the contractor and any subcontractor may be 
included as insured under the employer’s insurance policy. The insurance must provide cover 
for the work of all contractors under the contract. For building alterations or additions, the 
insurance must cover damage to the work and the building or engineering work on which 
alterations or additions are being made.

It is mandatory under AB92 and ABT93 for contractors and subcontractors to take 
out liability insurance in relation to injury or damage for which they may incur liability 
under the general principles of tort law.

It is common for the construction contract to include terms that require the employer 
to take out all-risk insurance, and that the contractors are co-insured under the policy.
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It is normal for consultants to limit their liability to that of their insurance coverage. 
Consultants are not required by law to have liability insurance. It is, however, a requirement 
that a consultant is covered to be a member of one of the two professional organisations for 
engineers and architects in Denmark: FRI and DANSKE ARK.

VII ENFORCEMENT OF SECURITY AND BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS

Outside the context of bankruptcy proceedings, the most effective way for a project lender 
with security in real estate, cars or any other property to enforce its right and to secure the 
collateral is to force a sale.

The process of initiating a  forced sale generally depends on the lender having first 
obtained a basis for execution.

In the context of bankruptcy proceedings, Denmark adopted new rules in 
2011 supplementing ordinary bankruptcy proceedings and making it possible to restructure 
a  distressed company. Both the debtor and the creditor may submit a  petition for 
restructuring proceedings.

When restructuring proceedings have been commenced, they cannot be withdrawn. 
This means that the proceedings will end with the debtor either obtaining a  compulsory 
composition arrangement or bankruptcy proceedings being commenced against the debtor’s 
estate, either in combination with a  complete business transfer or as a  consequence of 
unsuccessful restructuring.

In both bankruptcy proceedings and restructuring proceedings, control over the estate 
is taken from the debtor after a decree has been issued by the court and control is transferred 
to a  court-appointed administrator or trustee. The estate will publish a notice convening 
the creditors, and limiting claims not lodged within a certain time and may in certain cases 
continue the contract or ‘annul’ a termination.

The Danish Bankruptcy Act contains rules on the priority of bankruptcy claims 
(the sequence in which claims against the bankrupt estate are covered). Claims secured by 
mortgage or other types of security will be fully covered, provided that the value of the 
mortgage asset is sufficient and that the pledging of the asset cannot be set aside.

Public authorities in Denmark are in practice excluded from bankruptcy proceedings, 
but limited liability companies owned by the Danish state are not, and at the end of 2012 SAS, 
a Scandinavian airline company, was close to bankruptcy.

VIII SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

i Licensing and permits

The Danish population is one of those most prepared to pay more for products and services 
from companies that are socially or environmentally responsible. This is also reflected in 
the legislation in Denmark, where several environmental and energy requirements are 
systematically imposed on households as well as on businesses, both foreign and domestic. 
Certain reimbursement schemes and subsidy measures exist, however, for the purpose of 
reducing the costs for companies, thereby safeguarding Danish competitiveness.
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Together with local authorities, the state lays down the rules for land development to 
ensure that the overall planning synthesises the interests of society with respect to land use and 
contributes to protecting nature and the environment. This means that most construction 
works have to be approved by the authorities.

ii Equator Principles

The Danish financial institute EKF (the Export Credit Foundation) and a limited number of 
banks and credit institutes have adopted the Equator Principles.

iii Responsibility of financial institutions

Financial institutions are generally not held liable for project financing, but in principle 
it is possible that a financial institution may be found liable if it involves itself deeply in 
the project.

Financial institutions may also be held liable for inadequate advice to lenders on the 
form of the financing.

Denmark has implemented the EU Money Laundering Directive, which means that 
a  number of measures are to be taken by financial institutions and certain non-financial 
corporations in relations to their customers.

IX PPP AND OTHER PUBLIC PROCUREMENT METHODS

i PPP

In 2012 the Danish Competition and Consumer Authority published a  report on the 
experiences from the 13 PPP projects carried out so far in Denmark. The conclusions regarding 
the economic benefits achieved and the quality of the projects are largely positive. However, 
experience in the field to date is limited. Notably, from an international perspective, the 
PPP projects carried out in Denmark are quite small in terms of budget, with average costs 
of less than €16 million, and the majority of the projects are projects for the construction 
of buildings such as schools and court houses. One significant infrastructure project has, 
however, been carried out: the Kliplev–Sønderborg highway, at a  cost of approximately 
€150 million.

In January 2014 contracts were signed with contractors for another large Danish PPP 
project: the building of a new hospital in Vejle for an estimated cost of €120 million, which 
includes the operation of the hospital for 25 years. The funding will be provided partly by the 
local municipality and partly by a consortium established between three pension funds, with 
the fund providing €60 million. The same fund is involved in the tender for a new hospital in 
Aarhus, which is expected to be one of the largest PPP projects in Denmark.

Neither the Danish Tender Act nor the Public Procurement Directive includes specific 
rules regarding construction projects realised as PPP projects. There are, however, rules issued 
as a statutory order for public authorities to consider whether PPP is a viable option in every 
single project planning. The added focus and the political desire to promote PPP has led the 
Danish Competition and Consumer Authority to prepare three standard contracts, as well as 
standard PPP models (including guidelines) for both new projects and renovation projects, 
for parties to use in future PPP projects. Despite this focus on promoting PPP projects, less 
than 1 per cent of public investment in infrastructure and construction is spent using PPP 
models, which is not in accordance with the government’s stated goals. In 2014, the National 
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Audit Office of Denmark criticised the government for not promoting sufficiently alternative 
models, such as PPP or BOT, in which there is a focus on considering all of the economic 
implications over the lifetime of the construction.

ii Public procurement

The current EU Procurement Directives4 have been implemented into Danish law and 
consequently apply to all public contracts with a value exceeding the Directive thresholds. 

This, inter alia, means that public works (construction etc.) must be publicly tendered 
if the value net of value added tax (VAT) exceeds €5.225 million, irrespective of whether the 
Public Procurement Directive or the Utilities Directive apply. Contracts for goods or services 
(except for so-called social and other specific services) must be publicly tendered if the value 
exceeds either €135,000 (state authorities covered by the Public Procurement Directive), 
€209,000 (municipal or regional authorities covered by the Public Procurement Directive), 
or €418,000 (contracting entities covered by the Utilities Directive). The threshold values for 
social and other specific services are €750,000 for contracts covered by the Public Procurement 
Directive and €1 million for contracts covered by the Utilities Directive. Pursuant to the 
Concessions Directive, the threshold for all works or services concessions is €5.225 million.

The Danish Tender Act in principle applies to all works contracts of lesser value, 
although it is possible to award a works contract directly if its value does not exceed 3 million 
kroner. As regards to contracts for goods and services, such contracts are covered by the 
Danish Public Procurement Act if the value of the contract exceeds 500,000 kroner. 

The rules and procedures prescribed in both the EU Procurement Directives and the 
Danish Public Procurement Act promote principles such as more efficient use of resources, 
effective competition, equal treatment, transparency, non-discrimination and proportionality.

Contracts covered by the EU Procurement Directives must be announced in the 
EU Tenders Electronic Daily. These procedures ensure that all invitations for tender are 
announced correctly and that all possible suppliers and contractors are informed of the 
procurement process.

If a dispute arises in respect of the procurement rules (for instance, if the wrong 
contractor has been awarded the contract or if the employer has set aside rules in the EU 
Procurement Directives or the Danish Public Procurement Act), a complaint may be lodged 
with the Danish Complaints Board for Public Procurement. The Complaints Board has the 
authority to (1) award damages, (2) to cancel the award decision which will generally require 
the contracting entity to terminate the contract, and (3) in certain specific situations declare 
the contract ineffective and either order the contracting entity to terminate the contract and/
or impose an economic sanction on the contracting authority. The Complaints Board may 
also decide that a complaint is to have suspensory effect on the procurement procedure until 
the matter has been settled. It is also possible to contest a public procurement procedure 
before the Danish courts, but since the Complaints Board is highly specialised in public 
procurement law and generally offers quicker procedures than the courts, it is generally 
advisable to lodge complaints with the Complaints Board.

4 Directives No. 2014/24/EU (the Public Procurement Directive), No. 2014/25/EU (the 
Utilities Directive) and No. 2014/23/EU (the Concessions Directive).
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X FOREIGN INVESTMENT AND CROSS-BORDER ISSUES

i Open to foreign investments

Denmark is generally considered to be an investor-friendly environment for foreign investors. 
A number of international surveys place Denmark high in the areas important to companies 
interested in entering into project finance transactions and construction projects in Denmark.

Denmark has been ranked the third easiest place in the world, and the easiest place 
in Europe, to do business in the World Bank ‘Doing Business’ index for 2016, which shows 
how the regulatory environment is more conducive to the start-up and operation of a local 
firm. Similar studies by Forbes Magazine, The Economist and Goldman Sachs in 2012 and 
2013 reached comparable results.

ii Labour environment

Denmark has a very flexible labour market compared with the markets that many foreign 
investors are used to. According to the IMD World Competitiveness Report 2010, Denmark 
offers the highest labour market flexibility in Europe. Scaling a business up or down can 
take place more smoothly in Denmark than in most places in Europe. Generally speaking, 
the employer can freely choose whom to dismiss, as long as the dismissal is justified. There 
are no obligations to re-employ previous employees, as in some other jurisdictions. This 
flexibility is balanced by most employees having private and state-funded insurance against 
unemployment, securing two years of pay in the case of unemployment – a model known as 
the ‘flexicurity model’.

Setting up a business
Setting up a  business in Denmark can happen quickly and cost-efficiently. The most 
commonly used limited liability companies – A/S and ApS – can be incorporated and ready 
to operate within a few hours by using an online electronic registration system provided by 
the Danish Business Authority. The required share capital for an A/S company is €67,000, 
whereas the required capital for an ApS company is €6,500.

In 2014, a new type of company with limited liability – the IVS – was introduced. 
This new type of company has a required capital of €1, and thus in practice is free to set up. 
Some additional restrictions apply to an IVS, requiring any surplus to be used to build up 
capital in the company to €6,500 before any is paid to the owners as dividend. This new type 
of company is expected to increase entrepreneurship in Denmark and also facilitate setting up 
here for foreign companies that do not wish to tie up too much capital during their first years.

Ownership restrictions
One rule preventing foreign citizens from setting up business in Denmark is the Act on the 
Acquisition of Real Estate stipulating that only Danish citizens or people who have lived in 
Denmark for five years may acquire real estate. A number of exceptions mean that in practice 
this has very limited effects on foreign companies setting up business in Denmark. The most 
important exception is that a foreign company operating by setting up a Danish company 
can acquire real estate through that Danish company. Furthermore, the rules do not apply 
to EU citizens who have moved to Denmark. One rule from the Act that continues to be 
debated is a ban on foreign citizens buying holiday cottages in Denmark. In recent years, the 
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rule has been increasingly debated, as it is perceived as preventing investment in Denmark, by 
Germans in particular – investments that are assumed to have positive effects on the general 
economy because of expected ‘spillovers’ in the construction sector.

Apart from the foregoing restrictions on real estate, ownership restrictions are generally 
rare. Ownership restrictions apply, however, in a few sectors such as hydrocarbon exploration, 
arms production and ownership of aircraft and ships.

Protection of foreign investment
Denmark has concluded bilateral investment treaties providing protection for investments 
with 54 countries of which 46 are in force and eight await ratification. The majority of 
these treaties favour International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) 
arbitration, but it is often left to the investor to choose between alternative forums such as ad 
hoc arbitration under UNCITRAL rules, the ICC, the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, 
the Cairo Regional Centre for International Commercial Arbitration and a  number of 
other institutes. In general, Danish bilateral investment treaties (BITs) are quite different on 
a number of subjects. Therefore, an international investor investing in Denmark who is aware 
of these rules and wishes to make its investment through a country with an investor-friendly 
BIT must carry out extensive research into the Danish BITs to determine whether preferred 
forums, etc., are available under a particular BIT.

Denmark is a  member of the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency, but no 
policies have yet been taken out for projects in Denmark.

Currency
The euro is not in use in Denmark, but Denmark pursues a fixed exchange rate policy with 
the Danish krone, linked closely to the euro. The Danish krone has a fluctuation band of plus 
or minus 2.25 per cent of the central rate of 746.038 kroner per €100.

There are no restrictions on converting to or from Danish currency; neither are there 
any restrictions on the transfer of funds when investing into or out of Denmark. As an 
anti-money laundering measure, any person leaving or entering Denmark with more than 
€10,000 in cash must report this fact to customs.

XI DISPUTE RESOLUTION

i Special jurisdiction

No specific courts or arbitral tribunals deal with project finance transactions, and if no 
particular dispute regulation mechanisms are agreed to by the parties, conflicts arising from 
such transactions are accordingly handled by the ordinary courts.

Denmark has opted out of cooperation with the rest of the EU in the field of justice 
and home affairs. To mitigate the effects of Denmark’s solitary approach, parallel agreements 
have been concluded between Denmark and other EU member states regarding two of the 
most commercially important regulations – the Brussels I Regulation (on recognition and 
enforcement of foreign decisions) and the Regulation on the Service of Documents. In other 
areas, Danish legislation is not identical with that of the rest of the EU. One example of this is 
the Rome I Regulation (regarding choice of law in contractual matters), which does not apply 
in Denmark, whereas the old Rome Convention from 1980 instead applies. Even though 
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observers had expected that, the Danish reservation on these matters would be abandoned 
or at least reduced to a less extensive version this was turned down at a public referendum in 
December 2015. 

ii Arbitration and ADR

Since 2005 the Danish Arbitration Act has to a wide extent been based on the 1985 UNCITRAL 
Model Law and accordingly follows internationally recognised principles for arbitration.

The only two permanent arbitration institutes in Denmark are the Danish Institute of 
Arbitration5 and the Danish Building and Construction Arbitration Board.6 The latter handles 
the vast majority of construction disputes in Denmark because of its inclusion in the agreed 
documents most commonly used in construction contracts (AB92, ABT93 and ABR89).

Important things for a foreign investor to know in relation to arbitration before the 
Danish Building and Construction Arbitration Board are that legal proceedings are conducted 
in Danish and that the arbitrators are not appointed by the parties but by the institute.

Under the Danish Building and Construction Arbitration Board a special mechanism 
exists in relation to disputes on payments and guarantees. In such cases, the dispute may be 
referred to a technical expert rather than being tried or processed before a traditional arbitral 
tribunal. The opinion of the technical expert can, however, subsequently be challenged in 
arbitration proceedings instituted by the unsuccessful party.

The Danish Institute of Arbitration has a set of rules for mediation. If the dispute is 
settled, the parties can request that the settlement is confirmed in the form of a final arbitral 
award on agreed terms, which means that the settlement may be enforceable in the ordinary 
courts to the same extent as any other arbitral award.

Denmark is a member of the ICSID and has adopted the New York Convention. 
Thus, international arbitral awards, including those in investment disputes, are binding and 
enforceable in Denmark.

XII OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS

As a member of the EU, Denmark is comparable with most other EU Member States in terms 
of legislation and regulation. Although the sets of general conditions – AB92, ABT93 and 
ABR89 – have been drawn up exclusively for Denmark, they should hold only a few surprises 
for those used to doing business in continental Europe.

When it comes to financing, Denmark is yet to adopt PPP on a larger scale, but the 
first signs are that it will do so. The traditional view that infrastructure and public buildings 
are solely state or municipal tasks without private financing is changing. At a time when public 
spending is continuously on the agenda, large pension funds and other private companies are 
expected to take part in the financing of projects formerly seen as public projects.

5 www.voldgiftsinstituttet.dk (English, German, French, Russian and Chinese versions of the 
rules are available).

6 www.voldgift.dk.
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